Abstract Juedes and Lutz (1995) 
Introduction
Resource-bounded measure [11] defines the relative size of classes of decision problems and has been used very successfully to study polynomial-time reductions within exponential-time complexity classes. Measure-theoretic arguments were the first to show that for all α < 1, every ≤ p n α −tt -hard language for exponential time is exponentially dense [14] . The first plausible hypothesis on NP to separate the ≤ p m and ≤ p T reducibilities within NP came from resource-bounded measure [15] .
The degrees and spans of languages under polynomialtime reductions have also been studied by several researchers using resource-bounded measure. For a reducibility ≤ That is, at least one of the upper or lower spans of A is small within D. Using a result of Bennett and Gill [3] , Juedes and Lutz [8] noted that strengthening Theorem 1.1 from ≤ p m reductions to ≤ p T reductions would achieve the separation BPP = EXP. Pursuing this program, small span theorems for reductions of progressively increasing strength between ≤ p m and ≤ p T have been obtained by Lindner [9] , AmbosSpies, Neis, and Terwijn [2] , and Buhrman and van Melkebeek [5] .
Resource-bounded dimension was introduced by Lutz [13] as an effectivization of Hausdorff dimension [6] 
In particular, as dim(E | E) = 1, the ≤ p m -complete degree for E has dimension 1 within E. This implies that replacing "µ" by "dim" in Theorem 1.1 makes the statement for E no longer true. In other words, there is no analogue of the small span theorem for dimension in E. Dimension in E cannot distinguish between lower spans and degrees.
To overcome limitations of resource-bounded dimension for investigating complexity classes within ESPACE, Hitchcock, Lutz, and Mayordomo [7] introduced for each 
, is precisely the standard unscaled dimension, and the other orders can be more useful than it for certain complexity classes. To illustrate this, we mention some examples from circuit-size complexity. For a function s : N → N, let SIZE(s(n)) consist of all languages decidable by nonuniform Boolean circuit families of size at most s(n). Lutz [13] showed that
for all α ∈ (0, 1). Circuit size bounds of the from 2 αn and 2 n α are typically of more interest in complexity theory, but (1.1) implies that SIZE(2 αn ) and SIZE(2 n α ) have dimension 0 in ESPACE for all α ∈ (0, 1). For these size bounds, the scaled dimensions are useful; in [7] it is shown that
This paper uses scaled dimension to investigate polynomial-time spans and degrees and further understand the contrast between Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. We show that the same dichotomy also occurs between the −3 rdand −2 nd -orders of scaled dimension. The main contribution of this paper is a strengthening of Theorem 1.1 to give a small span theorem for scaled dimension. Let D be E, EXP, ESPACE, or EXPSPACE. (The following is a corollary of a stronger result proved in Theorem 5.2.)
In contrast, Theorem 1.2 is extended to scaled dimension at orders i with |i| ≤ 2.
Theorem 1.4. For every
This implies that Theorem 1.3 cannot be improved to −2 ndorder scaled dimension.
As an application of these results, we consider the scaled dimension of C p m (E), the class of polynomial-time many-one complete sets for E, within ESPACE. Let i ∈ {−2, −1}. We extend a theorem of Lutz [10] to show that
On the other hand, we show that
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the basic preliminaries and Section 3 reviews resource-bounded scaled dimension. The scaled dimensions of some auxiliary classes involving polynomial reductions are calculated in Section 4. Our small span theorem for scaled dimension is proved in Section 5. Section 6 shows that lower spans and degrees have the same dimension in orders i with −2 ≤ i ≤ 2. The results on the scaled dimension of the complete sets for E are presented in Section 7. Section 8 concludes with a brief summary.
Preliminaries
The set of all finite binary strings is {0, 1}
* . The empty string is denoted by λ. We use the standard enumeration of binary strings s 0 = λ, s 1 = 0, s 2 = 1, s 3 = 00, . . .. The length of a string x ∈ {0, 1} * is denoted by |x|. We use the notation {0, 1} ≤n = {x ∈ {0, 1} * | |x| ≤ n} and {0, 1} >n = {x ∈ {0, 1} * | |x| > n}. All languages (decision problems) in this paper are encoded as subsets of {0, 1} * . For a language A ⊆ {0, 1} * , we define A ≤n = {x ∈ A |x| ≤ n}. We routinely identify A with its infinite binary characteristic sequence according to the standard enumeration of binary strings. We write A n for the n-bit prefix of the characteristic sequence of A, and A[n] for the n th -bit of its characteristic sequence.
Let ≤ p r be a reducibility. For any A ⊆ {0, 1} * , let
be the ≤ 
−r for all x ∈ {0, 1} * and r ∈ N. We say that f is p-computable (respectively, p 2 -computable) if there is an approximationf that is computable in time polynomial (respectively, quasi-polynomial) in |x|+r. The concepts of pspace-computable and p 2 spacecomputable functions are defined analogously. Throughout this paper, unless otherwise specified, ∆ denotes any of the resource bounds p, p 2 , pspace, or p 2 space.
Scaled Dimension
Hitchcock, Lutz, and Mayordomo [7] introduced resource-bounded scaled dimension. This section briefly reviews the essentials of this theory.
The principle concept is a scale, which is a function g : H × [0, ∞) → R, where H = (a, ∞) for some a ∈ R ∪ {−∞}. A scale must satisfy certain properties that are given in [7] and will not be discussed here. The canonical example of a scale is the function g 0 : R × [0, ∞) → R defined by g 0 (m, s) = sm. This scale is used in the standard (unscaled) dimension. Other scales of interest are obtained from g 0 by rescaling and reflection operations.
Definition.
Let g : H × [0, ∞) → R be a scale.
1. The first rescaling of g is the scale g
The reflection of g is the scale g
A family of scales, one for each integer, is defined as follows. 
Definition. 1. For each
Scaled dimension is defined using functions called scaled gales. The more familiar concepts of gales [13] and martingales [11] are special cases in the following definition.
Definition. Let i ∈ Z and let s ∈ [0, ∞).
1. An i th -order scaled s-gale (briefly, an
* with |w| > a |i| ,
where
An s-gale is an s
for all w ∈ {0, 1} * .
A martingale is a 1-gale, that is, a function
Success sets are a crucial concept for resource-bounded measure, and also for scaled dimension.
Definition. Let d : {0, 1}
>a → [0, ∞), where a ∈ Z.
We say that d succeeds on a language
A ⊆ {0, 1} * if lim sup n→∞ d(A n) = ∞.
The success set of d is
Resource-bounded measure is defined using success sets of martingales. Here ∆ denotes any of the resource bounds {p, p 2 , pspace, p 2 space}, and R(∆) is the following exponential-time or -space complexity class.
Definition. Let C be a class of languages.
1. We say that C has ∆-measure 0, and write
We say that C has measure 0 in R(∆), and write µ(C
The measure conservation theorem of Lutz [11] asserts that µ ∆ (R(∆)) = 0, justifying the definition of measure in R(∆) above.
Success sets of scaled gales are used to define scaled dimension.
Definition. Let C be a class of languages and i ∈ Z.
The i
th -order scaled ∆-dimension of C is
The i th -order scaled dimension of C within R(∆) is
The 0 th -order dimension dim (0) ∆ (·) is precisely the dimension dim ∆ (·) of Lutz [13] , and the other orders are interpreted as rescalings of this concept.
The following lemma relates resource-bounded scaled dimension to resource-bounded measure.
Lemma 3.1. ( [7] ) For any class C of languages and i ∈ Z,
The following is another key property of scaled dimension.
Theorem 3.2. ([7]) Let C be a class of languages and i
This theorem tells us that for every class C, the sequence of dimensions dim 
Scaled Non-Bi-Immunity and Compressibility
In this section we introduce some classes involving scales, non-bi-immunity, and compressibility by polynomial-time reductions and calculate their scaled dimensions.
A Turing machine M is consistent with a language A ⊆ {0, 1}
* if for all x ∈ {0, 1} * ,
Let t be a time bound. The fast set of M with respect to t is
Recall that A is not DTIME(t)-bi-immune if there is a machine M consistent with A such that F t M is infinite. Definition. For any time bound t, let X(t) be the class of all languages that are not DTIME(t)-bi-immune. 
Recall that A is compressible by ≤ DTIME(t) m -reductions if there exists an f ∈ DTIMEF(t) that is a many-one reduction of A and has C f infinite [8] .
Definition. For any time bound t, let C(t) be the class of all languages that are compressible by ≤ DTIME(t) m -reductions.
The following theorem asserts that almost every language in E is DTIME(2 cn )-bi-immune [16] and incompressible by ≤ DTIME(2 cn ) m -reductions [8] . 
The next two definitions introduce scaled versions of X(t) and C(t).
Definition. For any i ∈ Z, α ∈ [0, 1], and time bound t, let
That is, X (i)
α (t) consists of the languages that are not DTIME(t)-bi-immune in a particular strong way: for infinitely many n, all but g i (n, α) of the first n strings can be decided in less than t time by a consistent Turing machine.
f is a many-one reduction of A and
In other words, C
is the class of languages compressible by ≤ DTIME(t) m -reductions where for infinitely many n, all but g i (n, α) of the first n strings have downward collisions under some reduction.
For α < 1,
α (2 n ) have measure 0. We now refine this by calculating their scaled dimensions. 
Small Span Theorem
In this section we establish our small span theorem for scaled dimension.
Juedes and Lutz [8] proved that the upper spans of incompressible languages are small. Specifically, for any language A ∈ EXP that is incompressible by ≤ 
Theorem 5.1. Let α ∈ (0, 1).
We are now ready to prove our main theorem. Proof. Let ∆ ∈ {p, pspace} and let A ∈ R(∆). As in the proof of the small span theorem in [8] , we consider two cases.
(I.) Suppose that
α (2 n ).
Then dim The small span theorem of Juedes and Lutz [8] is also a corollary. m (A)) = 0. We also have the following regarding the scaled dimensions of the hard languages for EXP and NP.
